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World stocks
bounce back as
trade fears ease
LONDON: Global stocks railed higher yesterday
as investors judged recent trade war fears were
overblown, dealers said. In Europe, the French and
German stock markets battled higher with 1.8-per-
cent gains, while London rose 1.2 percent.

Tokyo led the gainers in Asia, climbing a solid
1.5 percent as the more positive market sentiment
reduced demand for the haven yen, pushing the
currency down. Hong Kong and Shanghai were
closed for holidays. “Investors are expressing con-
fidence that a solution will be found before a full-
blown trade war erupts,” said Craig Erlam, senior
analyst at trading firm Oanda.

However, he also sounded a note of caution
over the lingering market concerns. “The reality is
that a trade war remains a real possibility,” warned
Erlam. “US President Donald Trump is looking to
pick a fight with the world’s second largest econ-
omy, a fight he believes is easy to win, and China
is willing to go toe to toe with the United States-
even if it means inflicting harm at home.” The more
bullish outlook for stocks came on the heels of an-

other see-saw session on Wall Street that saw eq-
uities rally impressively into the close.

Traders have been spooked by tit-for-tat ac-
cusations and measures between China and the
United States that some fear could lead to a full-
blown trade war between the world’s top two
economies. China unveiled plans Wednesday to hit
major US exports in retaliation for US tariff plans
detailed the day before. “It’s hard to see how any-
one wins in this but investors currently, despite the
declines we’ve seen, are expressing confidence
that a solution will be found before a full blown
trade war erupts,” said Erlam.

The Dow whipsawed nearly 800 points be-
tween its session low and peak on Wednesday be-
fore finishing with a gain of one percent.

Analysts said the catalyst for the turnaround
was comments by recently appointed White House
economic advisor Larry Kudlow, who suggested
Trump’s strident approach to China was a negoti-
ating tactic to win concessions.

“I understand the stock market anxiety. I get
that,” Kudlow told Fox Business. “I think at the end
of this whole process, the end of the rainbow,
there’s a pot of gold.” 

Meanwhile, borrowing costs across the euro-
zone rose yesterday, as stock markets recovered
from a selloff triggered by escalating Sino-US
trade tensions, curbing the demand by safe-
haven debt. —Reuters

LONDON: Heavy snow slowed activity in Eu-
rope’s dominant service industry last month but
with growth still relatively strong, policy  expec-
tations for the European Central Bank and Bank
of England are unlikely to change.

Businesses across the eurozone ended the first
quarter with their weakest expansion since the
start of 2017 as bad weather and a strong currency
combined to curb growth in new orders, a business
survey showed yesterday. It was a similar story in
Britain, where a sister survey said the Siberian
weather system meteorologists called “the Beast
from the East” weighed
on services, which ex-
panded at the slowest rate
since just after the vote to
leave the European Union
in June 2016.

Survey compiler IHS
Markit said the PMIs
pointed to a solid first
quarter growth rate of
0.6 percent in the euro
zone, but only half that in Britain, which is due to
leave the EU in just under a year’s time.

But the ECB will probably decide this summer
to slash its bond purchases if things develop as ex-
pected, policymaker Ewald Nowotny said last
week. The BoE is widely expected to raise interest
rates next month for only the second time since
the global financial crisis a decade ago. 

“The ECB is pretty much set on its course any-
way. The Bank of England is a little more interest-

ing in the sense that the rate decision is a bit more
imminent,” said Peter Dixon at Commerzbank.

“But the general perception is that this all ap-
pears to be more of a weather-related effect and
as a consequence we can look through.” The BoE
sees British inflation as running too high. Even
though it is below target in the eurozone, the ECB
is looking to wind down its huge stimulus pro-
gramme in coming months.

Eurozone inflation rose to 1.4 percent as antic-
ipated last month, preliminary official data showed
on Wednesday, still some distance from the ECB’s

2 percent target ceiling. In
Britain, where sterling’s
fall since the Brexit vote
has driven inflation up,
prices rose a slower than
expected 2.7 percent an-
nually in February -
though considerably
above the central bank’s 2
percent target.

The BoE kept interest
rates steady last month but two policymakers
unexpectedly voted for a hike, reinforcing the
view among economists that borrowing costs
will rise in May.

PMIs slip on the ice 
IHS Markit’s euro zone Final Composite Pur-

chasing Managers’ Index, seen as a good overall
indicator of growth, fell to 55.2 in March from
February’s 57.1, and revised down slightly from

the flash estimate of 55.3. That was the sharpest
one-month drop in almost six years, but it remains
well above the 50 mark separating growth from
contraction.

Although growth remained strong and broad-
based - with output expanding in every country
covered by the survey - signs of a slowdown were
also widespread, with growth in the bloc’s big four
economies as well as Ireland all moderating.

IHS Markit/CIPS British services PMI tumbled
to 51.7 in March from February’s reading of 54.5,

its lowest reading since July 2016 and a bigger fall
than any economist had forecast in a Reuters poll.

Reports earlier this week showed Britain’s con-
struction PMI dropped sharply in March, although
manufacturing held up better. “At face value, the
latest UK services PMI looks very concerning ...
but it seems that ‘the Beast from the East’ played
a big role in this miss,” noted James Smith at ING.

“In reality, this means that policymakers will
likely choose to look through this latest data when
they meet next in May.” —Reuters

ECB, BoE unlikely to go off-piste 
after snow-induced slowdown

British services PMI weakest since 2016 Brexit vote

Slowdown 
won’t deter 

BoE, ECB PARIS: Crown princess Mary of Denmark looks on during the opening session of the OECD (Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development) global forum for development yesterday in Paris. —AFP

Dollar edges 
up as trade 
war fears fade
LONDON: The dollar rose to a two-week high
against a basket of major currencies yesterday,
encouraged by a rebound on Wall Street and
signs the United States may negotiate a resolu-
tion to a trade dispute with China. Beijing on
Wednesday imposed tariffs on key US imports
including soybeans, planes, cars, beef and chem-
icals in response to similar measures from the
United States.

That prompted a rally in the yen, often sought
in times of market turmoil, and left investors
broadly reluctant to take on new positions in risk
assets as US shares tumbled.

But the dollar yesterday recouped losses
after President Donald Trump’s economic ad-
viser said the US administration was negotiating
with China, not engaging in a trade war.

“Moderation and negotiation seems to be
next on the agenda ... the fallout in the foreign
exchange market remains muted,” said Hans Re-
deker, global head of currency strategy at Mor-
gan Stanley in London. The dollar rose 0.1
percent against a basket of six major currencies
to 90.20. In a broader sign that global currency
markets had not been rattled, a basket of cur-

rency options of the major currencies ticked to-
wards 2018 lows of 7.8 after a spike in February.

Who wins?
Currency markets generally dislike trade in-

tervention, and previous protectionist efforts by
the US government have weakened the dollar.
Perhaps the biggest risk for the US currency is a
possible exodus of capital, analysts said. “For the
dollar right now I see a lot more risk to the down-
side than upside. With the current political at-
mosphere in Washington there’s a lot more still to
come from this,” said Jeremy Cook, head of FX
strategy at WorldFirst.

While transfers out of dollar-based assets can
take years if not decades because of the green-
back’s status as the world’s premier reserve cur-
rency, recent trends among central banks and
sovereign wealth funds indicate a slow shift. The
US dollar’s share of currency reserves reported
to the International Monetary Fund declined in
the final quarter of 2017 to a four-year low, latest
data showed. 

Any significant rise in risk sentiment would
outweigh any short-term advantage the dollar
would have against emerging markets in its role
as a safe-haven bet, Cook said.

In the midst of the US-China trade tension,
the dollar has weakened in three of the last five
sessions against the yen, down more than 5
percent so far this year. Against the Swiss
franc, the greenback has fallen 1.4 percent so
far in 2018. —Reuters


